INSTRUCTIONAL MANUAL

JIMMYJANE

FORM 2 PRO

JJ10901 / JJ10902
INCLUDES
(1) FORM 2 PRO
(1) MAGNETIC USB CHARGING CABLE
(1) STORAGE BAG

PRODUCT FEATURES
& BENEFITS
PRIORITIZE YOUR PLEASURE AND SURROUND YOURSELF WITH THE SEDUCTIVE VIBRATIONS YOU DESERVE — TWO FLEXIBLE EARS WITH REVOLUTIONARY INDEPENDENT MOTORS HELP MAKE THE FORM 2 PRO RECHARGEABLE CLIT VIBRATOR A MUST-HAVE.

• The unique, flexible design surrounds sensitive areas with concentrated vibrations
• Dual motors offer powerful, fulfilling vibrations
• Choose between five high-performing vibration modes and five intensity levels for your every mood
• Features a discretionary travel-lock
• Used by women, men and couples
• Great for clitoral stimulation
• Waterproof and washable safe with a rechargeable usb cord
INSTRUCTIONS

POWER ON
Press and hold the power button for two-plus seconds to turn on your massager. Always starts at third vibration pattern.

POWER OFF
Press and hold the power button for two-plus seconds to turn on your massager.

LOCKING INSTRUCTIONS
Press and hold the power button and "+" button for one-plus seconds to lock/unlock your massager.

MODE CYCLE INSTRUCTIONS
Press "+" "-" buttons to cycle through 5 functions
Press "+" button - power level increase
Press "-" button - power level decrease

SPEED/INTENSITY LEVELS
5

VIBRATION PATTERNS
5

FREQUENCIES
10 (5 SPEEDS + 5 MODES)
PRODUCT SPECS

USB CHARGING
LITHIUM BATTERY
WATERPROOF
SILICONE

SIZE
Length: 7.5 Cm
Width: 4.5 Cm

CHARGING
90 minutes

RUN TIME
60+ minutes

IPX RATING
IPX7 - FULLY WATERPROOF
Protected against the effects of temporary water submersion at a depth of one meter, for 30 minutes.
CHARGING INSTRUCTIONS

CONNECTING MAGNETIC CHARGER
Connect the JimmyJane Magnetic USB Charging Cord to the magnetic charging points on the toy.

This product is only compatible with the JimmyJane Magnetic USB Charging Cord.

- Always ensure both points connect and do not touch any other metal item.
- Do not attempt to charge during use.
- Do not charge near water.
CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Spray an antibacterial cleaner like the JimmyJane antibacterial toy cleaner on your massager before use. Wipe with a clean, dry cloth and let it air dry. Repeat after use and store in a cool, dry place.
WARNING

THIS VIBRATOR IS FOR NOVELTY PURPOSES ONLY, IS NOT INTENDED FOR THERAPEUTIC PURPOSES AND IS RECOMMENDED FOR EXTERNAL USE ONLY. PROLONGED USE FOR MORE THAN 30 MINUTES OR FREQUENT USE OF MORE THAN TWICE DAILY IS NOT ADVISED OR RECOMMENDED. THIS VIBRATOR IS INTENDED FOR ADULT USE ONLY. USE WATER-BASED LUBRICANTS ONLY.

THIS APPLIANCE IS NOT INTENDED FOR USE BY CHILDREN OR PERSONS WITH REDUCED PHYSICAL, SENSORY OR MENTAL CAPABILITIES. TO AVOID ELECTRIC SHOCK, DO NOT USE CHARGER NEAR WATER. DO NOT USE ON SWOLLEN OR INFLAMED AREAS OF SKIN. DISCONTINUE USE IF DISCOMFORT OCCURS. DO NOT USE ON NECK OR SPINE AREAS.

• Do not use with silicone lubricants because they may damage the product.
• Do not clean with products that contain alcohol, petrol, or acetone.
• Do not boil, bake, microwave, or put this product in a dishwasher since it may damage the electronic components and present a serious FIRE HAZARD.
• Do not store in extreme temperatures.
• Do not charge near water.

MAGNETIC CHARGER WARNING

• Before charging, make sure charger is free from water or lubricant residue.
• Do not charge near water.
• Product will not charge if it is too hot (115 degrees fahrenheit/+46 degrees celsius). Once the temperature of product reaches a safe level, charging will begin automatically.

LITHIUM BATTERY WARNING

• Rechargeable Lithium Ion batteries are potentially hazardous and can present a serious FIRE HAZARD if damaged, defective, or improperly used.
JIMMYJANE PAIRINGS

- Magnetic USB Charging Cord
- Intimate Lubricant
- Sensation Lubricant
- Toy Lubricant
- Antibacterial Toy Cleaner

DISPOSAL OF OLD ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

THE CROSSED-OUT DUSTBIN SYMBOL INDICATES THAT THIS PLEASURE OBJECT SHOULD NOT BE TREATED AS HOUSEHOLD WASTE, BUT RATHER BE Brought TO THE APPROPRIATE COLLECTION POINT FOR RECYCLING OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT.

PATENTS: WWW.JIMMYJANE.COM/PAGES/PATENTED-TECHNOLOGIES
WARRANTY: WWW.JIMMYJANE.COM/PAGES/JIMMYJANE-WARRANTY